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One of the most sensitive tests of the Standard Model' (and of dcctroweak 

theories in general) to one loop level will be the precision meaaurenrciit of the W 

man to better than 1% accuracy. As is known, the latter is related to tlv Fermi 

constant, the 2b mass and the electric charge by S'ttlin'* one-loop formula* 

(») 

where A, is the f&di&tive correction, evaluated to one loop. A, coflUiw the still 

unknown parameters Mmttt and Mtap, so that its numerical value can only be 

given for fixed values of these quantities. Normally, one asAMmca M, ~ 'JO GeV, 

MH = 100 GeV and finds3 

A, (Af, • 30 GeV , Mn - 100 GcV ) - 0,07 , (2) 

In practice, this important correction stems mostly from oblique corrections, 

particularly fermionic vacuum polarization diagraiui. More precisely, the value 

of Eq. (2) is mainly determined by renorm&lizstion of the running eleetric charge 

where in Euclidean metric with <?' = vJ - <?' = M} 

with o _ , ( 0 ) ~ 137.036 and A , ( -M$) * .06 Actually, one can write 

A, - t MA -4 A*(D)+ s " > t t " contributions , (4) 

where e, = Mw/Mz, a$ - 1 - «?. The parameter A,(0) gives thr correction to 

the p parameter 

p = 1 + Ap(0) , ($) 

and, if the top matte is equal to 30 GeV. A>(0) is sensibly smaller than A„( M]). *m 
*.'!<!! *'«'• •' ' . . • .., - , T T 



In fad, A a ( - M | ) gives the leading logarithmic contribution ~ tn[Mg/m\) 

to A f , This is not the case of A,(0), which in quadratic in the fermionic masi 

and proportional t« m?fjM^. Thus for mJ/M§ < 1 one can discard A^(0) and 

approximate A, by its leading logarithmic term A a . In this caws, rcnormalization 

group arguments first introduced by Marciano and Sirlin4 allow us to compute 

next order effects in Eq. (1) by simply expanding the A a content of A, through 

the related geometrical scries. Thus, one easily computes the contribution to 

leading log to Eq- (1) from 0(A*) and finds that it is small; i.e., much smaller 

than the 0 ( A a ) term. This is a welcome indication that, aa far aa Eq. (1) la con

cerned, assuming mt =• 30 GeV, higher order effects can probably be neglected. 

The situation might be rather different if the top quark turned out to be 

substantially heavier; e.g., of the order of ^ 200 GrV. This is still not ruled out 

by the existing experimental evidence. A straightforward computation shows 

that in that case the numerical contribution of Ap(0) to Eq. (4) becomes almost 

of the same size (and opposite) to that of A 0 ( - M £ ) : 

ai m.=10oc<v 4 l l S ^ c J MJJ 

If this were the case, one would have strong motivation to fear that next 

order contributions to A r , e.g.. of the kind ~ Aj(0) and A a ( -Af | )A^(0) 

might be relevant. Since these contributions are not of the leading logarithmic 

kind, their coefficient will differ from that of A*. In this case it is not correct to 

expand Eq. (1) including terms ~ (A f ) z with A r given in Eq. (4). The relevant 

terms must be evaluated by application of perturbation theory to the proper 

oblique corrections contribution!! involving the various vacuum polarizations in a 
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^normalization scheme independent way. We have done this starting from & 

general approach wihch evaluates higher order corrections which will be illus

trated elsewhere,6 Here we only deal with the specific case of the 0(a*) heavy 

top corrections to the precise Wi mass which will be of special interest for the 

W mass measurement to be carried through at LEP II. 

Here we work in the renormali laiion scheme which uses o{0), the muon 

lifetime coefficient, G„[0) and the physical Z" mass M?. as physical input param

eters and start from the coupled Dyson's equations for the various gauge bosons 

propagaton: 

„ 1 
Gww = M& +« 2 ~ 'Wf?*; 

Gzz = 
M\ + ?-*zzW)- • / h { g \ 

GM = -

Q2-*AA(Q2) 

1 (7) 

G , = *ZA[?) 

where the xt)'a are the I P / vacuum polarizations for vector bosons 

ijj = W*, Zy A (photon) which we write as 

xf,j = T tJ 4 counterterms , (8) 



with *y calculated with the hare wnpling constants. The apeciRr rhoirev of 

physical parameters art then used to fir the numerical value of diferent quantities 

which enter the oblique radiative corrections. In particular, we find: 

A#| *,c, I 1 2a| 'J 
(«) 

A, ( M l ) * ^ L j K ( - M | ) - A , ( 0 ) ] 

Denning the *V (nam as the pole of the W propagator and using consistently 

Eq. (7) leads us then to the following result: 

M& r-^JA/I {l -..'L., | M M J ) $ A,(0) 

( 1 j j j j j •• A„(-M|) t j , , - ^ A,(0) (10) 
2 c H A a ( - M | ) A , ( 0 ) , 

(1 MJ)' * " —r,—ITSTTC J • 

«-i( , +f S i ) ) - ' - 4 • ' £ • + , • T ^ n . • (») 

which al'owB os to compute those effects coining from a heavy top quark to 0 ( a a ) 

(one loop x one loop) forms. 

Note that the coefficient of Aj in Eq, (10) is, a» we expected from Marciano 

and Sirlm's arguments, that which corresponds to the geometrical series 

|1 One particle irreducible two-lapp dTnli within A,(0) have been computed* 
and found to lie negligibly small. 
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expansion of the A f t content of »/(i - A,)- But Uw coefficients of A* and of 

A„A, are, as one migh' expect. quite different. For a top quark man of 200 GeV, 

we find from Eq. (11) 

AMftr-01"^ a +18 MeV , (18) 

and of then* <-~ 18 MeVt — 10 come from the interference ~ A aA^, while — 8 

come from A*. This Of/*1) contribution should be compared to that coining, for 

the same value of w, s 200 G«V, from the 0(a) term, which is of approximately 

+ 1 GeV. 1^ 7 Thus we conclude that such 0(a 3) effect is completely negligible 

even at the required level or accuracy, which wi assume to be of the order of 

- ,r.O MeV. This result is rather important since, a pnori, a larger effect might 

have been found'1 and thus it may be feared that a largo uncertainty in the 

Standard Model prediction for the W * mass could come from higher order effects. 

DISCLAIMER 

Thii rcfuirt »j» prc|ured ,i< in .UI.I>UNI ••! *nrk tpunviruil U\ in .i^tni.t ,il ihe' I mliv Stdlei 
(iuvurncnt'ni Nturn;! live I miai M.tlt'* Ut.vi»fiim«rn nut .en .tiyu-tn.y thfrenl nnr irw uf iheir 
emptnect . m.ikck ,inv * vimiv, c ^ r * ( finphtei .« su l l ies >nv tty.il h.ihilitv ->F rirsfxmM-
bihl* I..- :hc .tuoiji.-. w i •npldev>'>. i>r it^rjlnev. .>f >»v >t.[.»i'i»1»li.>!-. .iprMMtu1*. pi "duct. i>r 
jiniccv. tliscktscd. tr irpreseitit tr-»» IK u-.tr *i.»»ld i»>»t tnlnnpr |>i>v,>telv •>*Fieri rights Refer-
cm.c herein in jn> tpckifn >.• inrnrrvt.*! JV.HJIKI. J-.HH.CW, ->r «:rviu* r»* 'Mtli- it,imr. trjikmark. 
nunufutiurrr. ..t .^hcfui^c d.«e». ru-l -n-ieuiriU .mMituii >r »mj»H •'•*• i"iifc>rwmn>», recum 
mcnibiH*!. .u f.ii.xing hi the I nrtiril M-itcs. (Atvcinnierti .*r ,»r»* .i>ri:r>iv thereof The vie»* 
jmi upmnms of juth»r\ cApreNsctf herein J.i iu>l neiev\»n)v vijtt ,w reflect ihuse of (he 
I'micd S u i t s (internment or any agenev thereof. 

(2 An incorrect calculation dine by expanding Bo,- (1) including terms 
- (A,)* with A, given in Eq. (4) wauld have yielded the incorrect result 
A M ^ ' * * 1 1 « -*0 MeV. 
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